We characterize the closed operators with domain contained in the Hardy space H 2 that commute with the backward shift. Also, we give necessary and sufficient conditions for such an operator to be a Toeplitz operator with symbol the complex conjugate of a function in H 2 . In particular, we show that this fact depends only on the domain.
Introduction.
Let F be a function in the Hardy space of the unit disk H 2 . We can define the unbounded Toeplitz operator T F operating on a suitable linear submanifold of H 2 (for instance H ∞ ). In recent years many questions have been raised about the behavior of these operators. Most of these problems appear naturally when studying the algebra of multipliers or the backward shift invariant subspaces of the so-called de Branges-Rovnyak spaces (see [11] and [17] If Q is a bounded operator on H 2 that commutes with S * , it is easy to see that Q = T ϕ with ϕ ∈ H ∞ . The analogous result for bounded operators on H(u) that commute with S * u = S * / H(u) is a well known theorem of Sarason [14] . Moreover, we can choose ϕ ∈ H ∞ so that Q = T ϕ / H(u) and ϕ ∞ = Q .
There are two natural questions appearing at this point. What are the closed operators that commute with S * (or with S * u )? Do the above results for bounded operators have analogous versions for closed operators? The purpose of this paper is to answer these questions in both cases, when D(Q) is dense in H 2 and in H(u), for some inner function u. In particular, we find necessary and sufficient conditions for such an operator Q to have the form T F (or T F / H(u) ) with F ∈ H 2 . As a byproduct of this result we also obtain a short proof of Sarason's theorem.
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Closed operators with domain dense in H
2 .
In what follows, a linear subspace of H 2 will be called a linear manifold; a 'closed' subspace will be simply called a subspace. . So, a first approach to understand our operators is to classify all the (S * ) 2 invariant subspaces M of H 2 2 . This was done by Lax in [9] . The strategy is as follows, beginning with Lax's characterization of the subspaces M , we study the extra conditions required to assure that M is a graph. Also, we distinguish two cases, when M ⊂ H(u) × H(u) for some inner function u, or when this inclusion does not hold for any inner function u.
Let M 2 (H ∞ ) be the algebra of 2 × 2-matrices with entries in H ∞ . We will think of σ ∈ M 2 (H ∞ ) as a multiplication operator on H 2 2 . So, even when we 
on ∂D, and
Proof. The previous comments say that if Q is a S * -commuting operator then G(Q) = Ker σ * , where
for some a, b satisfying (i) and some normal vector (
Additionally, Ker σ * is a graph if and only if (0, g) ∈ Ker σ * only when g = 0, or equivalently, if and only if T b is one-to-one. So, the graph condition for Ker σ * is that b is an outer function. Conversely, for any matrix σ as before, Ker σ * is the graph of some closed operator Q that commutes with S * . So, we must show that
We use the symbol , to denote the inner product in
implying that bf = ag. Multiplying this equality by a and using that |a|
Hence T b (zF ) = 0, and since b is outer, F = 0. Therefore g = 0 = f and A is dense in Ker σ * .
When Q, a and b satisfy the theorem, we say that the pair (a, b) defines the operator Q.
The operators T F with
It is well known that this function is in H p for every 0 < p < 1. Thus K(f )(z) has nontangential finite limit for almost every e iθ ∈ ∂D (see [4] , pp. 17 and 39). Most of the time it will be convenient to think of 
Proof. The lemma is a direct consequence of the identities
and that S * and T F commute on D(T F ). So, we only have to prove that T F is closed.
where the second equality holds by Lemma 2.1. Then 
Proof. As stated at the beginning of Section 1 (see [17] )
be the orthogonal projection. Then
where the last summand vanishes because
Proof. For h ∈ H 2 we have:
where the last summand vanishes regardless of h, because
0 . This proves the first part of the lemma. So, to prove that Ker T F = H(u) we only have to show that T F 0 is one-to-one. Let k ∈ Ker T F 0 , then for every polynomial p:
where the second equality is from Lemma 2.1. Since F 0 is outer, Beurling's theorem asserts that {pF 0 : p polynomial} is dense in H 2 , and then k = 0. Now we study conditions for a S * -commuting operator Q to be of the form T F with F ∈ H 2 . Although our first result lies near the surface, it will be fundamental in the sequel. Proof. Since for almost every point in ∂D,
Moreover, since b is an outer function (Theorem 1.1), it is not difficult to see that the above conditions are equivalent to a/b ∈ H 2 and 1/b ∈ H 2 , respectively. So, actually the four conditions are equivalent.
By Theorem 1.
and only if
Since by Lemma 2.3,
It is not difficult at this point to show the existence of S * -commuting operators others than the Toeplitz-like operators T F for any F ∈ H 2 . Let ν : ∂D → [0, 1] be a function such that log ν and log (
Proof. Clearly (iii) implies (i) and (ii). Suppose that (i) holds. Suppose that Q and T F are defined by the two pairs of functions (a, b) and (a F , b F ), respectively. By Proposition 2.5, 
which is precisely (i).
It is worth noticing that Theorem 2.6 simply says that if F ∈ H 2 , then no S * -commuting operator is a proper extension or restriction of T F .
Closed operators on H(u).
Let u be a nonconstant inner function. As in Section 1, Lax's theorem will be the main tool to characterize the graph of S * u -commuting operators. First notice that if σ ∈ M 2 (H ∞ ) is an inner matrix so that Ker σ * is the graph of a S * u -commuting operator, then σ(e iθ ) must be an isometry of C 2 for almost every e iθ ∈ ∂D. Otherwise, we are in the situation described by
and Ker σ * is the graph of a S * u -commuting operator, then the boundary values of σ satisfy the above conditions for almost every point in ∂D.
We need some general facts about the spaces H(u) (u inner 
H(u). This means that the transformation C u h = zuh is a conjugation on H(u).
Let u = wv, where w and v are inner functions. Then we have the decomposition
If we consider the inner functions normalized by the condition that the first nontrivial Taylor coefficient at z = 0 is positive, then the maximum common divisor between two inner functions is well defined. Therefore, for f, g ∈ H ∞ such that f = 0 = g we denote by (f : g) the maximum common divisor between the inner factors of f and g. Also, we say that f and g are coprime when (f : g) = 1. 
Proof. Let σ ∈ M 2 (H ∞ ) be an inner matrix such that for some nonconstant inner function u, Ker σ * is the graph of a S * u -commuting operator. Then σ(e iθ ) has the form (3.1) for a.e. e iθ ∈ ∂D, where its entries satisfy (i), (ii) and (iii). Hence
where almost everywhere on ∂D :
(iv) w is an inner function and (a 1 :
Actually, condition (iv) says that w is the maximum common divisor between the inner factors of the first and third entries of σ. We distinguish w when writing the matrix σ only because it will simplify further notation. Observe that condition (iv) also assumes that a 1 = 0 = b 3 . Otherwise, it is easy to see that Ker σ * must be the graph of the trivial operator on H(u). Multiplying (iii) by b 3 a 4 we obtain 
and
Since Ker σ * is a graph, then (0, g) ∈ Ker σ * only when g = 0. Looking at this condition in terms of the equalities (3.3) and (3.4), we see that Ker σ * is a graph if and only if whenever g ∈ H 2 satisfies T wb g = 0 = T va g then g = 0, or equivalently, Ker T wb ∩ Ker T va = {0}. Since Ker T wb = H(u 1 ), where u 1 is the inner factor of wb, and Ker T va = H(u 2 ), where u 2 is the inner factor of va, then H(u 1 ) ∩ H(u 2 ) = 0, meaning that (wb : va) = (u 1 : u 2 ) = 1.
Since det σ = wv, the remarks of Section 1 say that Ker σ * ⊂ H(wv) × H(wv); therefore Ker σ * is formed by the pairs (f, g) ∈ H(wv)×H(wv) that satisfy equalities (3.3) and (3.4). We claim that the linear manifold
Besides
Consequently (f, g) also satisfies (3.4), and then (f, g) ∈ Ker σ * . In a completely analogous way, (T va h, T vb h) ∈ Ker σ * for h ∈ H(wv). So, the linear manifold
is contained in Ker σ * . Then H(wv) . In what follows, C denotes the conjugation of H(wv). Also, the orthogonal complements are taken with respect to H(wv). We have
, and since (u 1 :
We have proved that if σ ∈ M 2 (H ∞ ) satisfies the conditions of the theorem, then Ker σ * is the graph of some closed operator Q that commutes with S * (because σ is an inner matrix), and such that
Moreover, we have shown that σ must satisfy conditions (2) and (3) of the theorem, and since D(Q) = L is dense in both H(u) and H(wv) (in H(u) by hypothesis), then u = wv.
Reciprocally, if σ ∈ M 2 (H ∞ ) is a matrix as before, the above reasoning also shows that Ker σ * is the graph of some S * u -commuting operator. To finish our proof we must show that A ⊂ Ker σ * is dense. Let B = {(T wb h, −T wa h) : h ∈ H(wv)}. We already saw that B is contained in Ker σ
The theorem will follow if we show that
Suppose that (f, g) ∈ Ker σ * is orthogonal to B. Then for every h ∈ H(v), Thus, g = bwG with G ∈ H 2 0 . So,
which implies that f = awG. Besides,
and consequently G ∈ H(wzu b ), where u b is the inner factor of b. By the same reason G ∈ H(wzu a ), where u a is the inner factor of a. Since (u a :
The map F → wzF is the conjugation C w of H(w), so wzF = k ∈ H(w), and we have that every (f, g) ∈ Ker σ * B has the form (f, g) = (ak, bk) with k ∈ H(w), as claimed.
Now we can reverse this process. Take k ∈ H(w) and (f, g) = (ak, bk) = (T va vk, T vb vk). Since vk ∈ vH(w) ⊂ H(wv), the functions f and g belong to H(wv).
It is immediate to verify that (f, g) satisfies (3.3) and (3.4), so (f, g) ∈ Ker σ * . Furthermore, bf − ag = 0 and then (3.7) implies that (f, g) is orthogonal to B.
Definition. Let u be an inner function and Q be a nontrivial S
is a matrix as in Theorem 3.1 such that G(Q) = Ker σ * we say that Q is defined by the 4-tuple (a, b, w, v).
The operators T F |D(T F ) ∩ H(u).

Lemma 4.1. Let u be an inner function and Q be a S * u -commuting operator defined by (a, b, w, v). Then, Q = T F / D(Q) (with F ∈ H
2 ) if and only if
Proof. It is clear from Theorem 3.1 that 
is closed, Q = T F / D(Q) if and only if A ∞ ⊂ G(T F ), that is, if and only if
(i) T F T b h = −T a h for all h ∈ H(v) ∩ H ∞ and (ii) T F ak = bk for all k ∈ H(w) ∩ H ∞ . By Lemma 2.3, T F T b = T F b on H ∞ . So, (i) is equivalent to T F b+a h = 0 for all h ∈ H(v) ∩ H ∞ ,= S * w ∈ H(w). Thus (F a−b)(w−w(0)) ∈ H 2 . Therefore, (F a−b)(1−w(0)w) ∈ wH 2 , and then F a − b ∈ w(1 − w(0)w) −1 H 2 ⊂ wH 2 .
Henceforth, (ii) implies (II).
If w ≡ 1, H(w) = {0} and condition (ii) is trivial. We will see that in this case, (II) is a consequence of (i). Since (i) implies (I),
Multiplying by a we obtain aF b
where u a and u b are the inner factors of a and b respectively. Since by Theorem 3.1 (a : b) = 1, the last intersection is H(z) = C. So P + (aF − b) ∈ C, meaning that aF − b ∈ H 2 , which proves (II) with w ≡ 1. Since (II) implies (ii) trivially, then (i) and (ii) are equivalent to (I) and (II) in any case, and the lemma follows.
Theorem 4.2. Let u be an inner function and Q be a S * u -commuting operator defined by (a, b, w, v). Then there is F ∈ H p (p ≥ 2) such that Q = T F / D(Q) if and only if there are G, J ∈ H
p such that
If (4.2) holds we can take F = −awJ + (bv)G. A pair (h, k) that satisfies this condition is called a corona pair.
If Q is a bounded S * u -commuting operator defined by (a, b, w, v), then we know from Sarason's theorem that Q has the form T F , with F ∈ H ∞ . Thus, by Theorem 4.2 and the corona theorem, the boundedness of Q is equivalent to the fact that (av, wb) is a corona pair. On the other hand, if a, b ∈ H ∞ are such that |a| 2 + |b| 2 = 1, then (a, b) can fail to be a corona pair even if a and b are outer functions (see [15] ).
To the best of the author's knowledge, the problem for 2 ≤ p < ∞ is still open, although many information have been obtained in recent years (see [10] ). In order to show the existence of an inner function u and a S * ucommuting operator Q not having the form T F / D(Q) for any F ∈ H 2 , we need some elementary facts about the above problem for p = 2. For α ∈ ∂D, the cone with vertex α is
The nontangential maximal function of a function R defined on D is [6] ). If h, k ∈ H ∞ satisfy Equation (4.4) for some G, J ∈ H 2 , then by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
It is well known that an analytic function
So,
is a necessary condition for h, k to satisfy (4.4) with p = 2. In [10] Lin proved that if R * ∈ L 4+ε for some ε > 0, then h, k satisfy (4.4). 
This means that α n belongs to the ball centered at z n and radius 2(1 − |z n |).
Since the point 1 ∈ ∂D is also contained in this ball, it is geometrically clear that every point α in the arc-interval (1, α n ) ⊂ ∂D is also contained in this ball, and therefore z n ∈ Λ(α). In particular, if I n ⊂ ∂D is the open arcinterval (α n+1 , α n ), then z n ∈ Λ(α) for every α ∈ I n (for all n ≥ 2). Hence, if α ∈ I n :
by (4.6). Let us denote by m the normalized Lebesgue measure on ∂D.
−n for some constant C > 0 independent of n. Finally, Inequalities (4.7) and (4.8) yield
Domain conditions for S *
u -commuting operators. In the last section we characterized the S * u -commuting operators Q of the form Q = T F | D(Q) , for some F ∈ H 2 , in terms of the 4-tuple of functions defining Q. Since the operator Q is not always given by its defining functions, sometimes the criterion of Theorem 4.2 is not very practical. Even more, if Q is given by its defining 4-tuple ξ = (a, b, w, v) , the test on ξ provided by Theorem 4.2 is not always easy to perform.
In this section we study domain conditions for Q to be of the desired form. The fundamental tool is a strong notion of cyclicity.
Let H be a Hilbert space and V : H → H be a bounded operator. An element x ∈ H is called a cyclic vector for V if the span of x, V x, V 2 x, . . . is dense in H. The cyclic vectors for S * have been characterized by Douglas, Shapiro and Shields in terms of pseudocontinuation across ∂D [3] , where many other characterizations were obtained as byproduct of this one. The noncyclic vectors for S * are the functions that belong to H(u) for some inner function u.
It is well known that S * u is a cyclic vector for the operator S * u . We introduce now a stronger notion of cyclicity.
Definition. The function h ∈ H(u) is an "exact cyclic" vector for S
Let h ∈ H(u) be an exact cyclic vector for S * u and let V ⊂ H(u) be the subspace generated by h,
it belongs to H(v).
Since h is an exact cyclic vector for S * u then H(v) = H(u), and consequently h is a cyclic vector for S * u . To show the existence of exact cyclic vectors for S * u , we simply observe that S * u is one of them.
Let u be an inner function. In the next proposition we simply say cyclic or exact cyclic vector without mentioning the operator S * u . 
Proof. (1) Since h is a cyclic vector and (S
* u ) n T ϕ h = T ϕ (S * u ) n h for n ≥ 0, then T ϕ h is a
cyclic vector if and only if the range of T ϕ | H(u) is dense in H(u).
As pointed out in the proof of Theorem 3.1, the last condition is known to be equivalent to (ϕ : u) = 1.
(2) Suppose that there are f, g ∈ H ∞ so that fϕ + gu = 1, and let t ∈ H(u). Since h is an exact cyclic vector, there is F ∈ H 2 such that
On the other hand, if T ϕ h is exact cyclic, for every t ∈ H(u) there is
The second equality holds because
is invertible. The inverse operator A necessarily commutes with S * u . So, by Sarason' 
As a consequence of Proposition 5.1, we obtain that if u is an inner function other than a finite Blaschke product, then there are cyclic vectors for S * u that are not exact cyclic vectors. Just pick ϕ ∈ H ∞ so that (ϕ : u) = 1 but (ϕ, u) is not a corona pair, and take T ϕ S * u. Obviously the notion of exact cyclic vector also makes sense for S * . However, it is easy to see that S * has not exact cyclic vectors at all.
, where v is the inner factor of zF . Therefore h cannot be an exact cyclic vector for S * . Roughly speaking, H 2 is too big to admit exact cyclic vectors for S * . Let u be an inner function and
2 ) cannot be properly extended or restricted to a S * -commuting operator. The same holds for T F | Du(T F ) .
Theorem 5.2. Let u be an inner function and F
∈ H 2 . (1) If D ⊂ D u (T F ) is a dense linear submanifold of H(u) such that T F | D is S * u -commuting, then D = D u (T F ). (2) If Q is a S * u -commuting operator such that D(Q) ⊃ D u (T F ) and Q| Du(T F ) = T F | Du(T F ) , then D(Q) = D u (T F ).
Proof. Let us write
form a dense subset of G(T F | Du ). Moreover, we can take h and k in any dense subset of H(u). In particular, we can take h = T p S * u and k = T q S * u, where p and q are polynomials (because S * u is a cyclic vector for S with p and q polynomials, are dense in 
Consequently, for every l ∈ H(u) ∩ H ∞ and every ϕ ∈ H ∞ :
The argument is similar. Let (a, b, w, v) be a 4-tuple that defines Q.
. Therefore they coincide. 
Since h is cyclic for S * u , the set {T p h : p polynomial} is dense in H(u). Hence, the closure of
The analogous result for S * u -commuting operators was proved in Theorem 5.3. It is not possible to imitate the proof of Theorem 5.3 here, because of the lack of exact cyclic vectors for S * . We will take a detour through the spaces H(u). First we establish some general background about analytic functions. The books of Duren [4] and Garnett [6] are excellent sources for this material. 
Proof. The 'if' part of the lemma comes from (6.1). So, suppose that f ∈ H p . We will construct a sequence of type C that fails to satisfy (6.2). There is no loss of generality if we write f = a/b, where a, b ∈ H ∞ , a ∞ ≤ 1, b is outer and b(0) > 0. First we prove the lemma for p = 1.
Suppose that f ∈ L 1 and let I 1 ⊂ ∂D be a closed interval such that |I 1 | < 1 and I1 |f | dm = ∞, where m is the normalized Lebesgue measure on ∂D. For N a positive integer consider the outer function
Partition I 1 in N closed intervals of measure (1/N )|I 1 |. So, there is at least one of these intervals, say I 2 , such that
The set I 1 \ I • 2 is formed by one or the union of two disjoint closed intervals. In any case (6.4) implies that there is one of these intervals, J, so that Since I2 |f | dm = ∞, we can repeat the above process with I 2 instead of I 1 , obtaining a closed interval I 3 ⊂ I 2 that plays with respect to I 2 the same role that I 2 plays with respect to I 1 , and so forth...
In the l−step of this process we have (I) a closed interval I l+1 ⊂ I l such that I l+1 |f | dm = ∞, Let us first assume that p = ∞. Suppose that Q is not of the form T F for any F ∈ H ∞ ; then Proposition 2.5 says that a/b is not in H ∞ . Hence, there is a sequence {z n } ⊂ D such that the sequence a(z n )/b(z n ), n = 1, 2, . . . is unbounded. Substracting a suitable subsequence we can assume that {z n } is the zero sequence of a Blaschke product v (i.e., (1 − |z n |) < ∞). Thus, choosing u = v in (6.10) and evaluating at z n we have
for n ≥ 1.
Consequently F v (z n ) = −a(z n )/b(z n ) is unbounded, which contradicts our hypothesis F v ∈ H ∞ . Suppose now that 2 ≤ p < ∞. Again, if Q is not of the form T F for any F ∈ H p , Proposition 2.5 implies that a/b ∈ H p . Henceforth Lemma 6.2 says that there is a sequence {z n } ⊂ D of type C such that the sequence
is not in l p . Let u in (6.10) be the Blaschke product with zeros z n . Then F u (z n ) = −a(z n )/b(z n ) for all n ≥ 1, and consequently
for all n ≥ 1. So, {(1 − |z n |) 1/p F u (z n )} n≥1 ∈ l p , which according to Lemma 6.2 contradicts the hypothesis F u ∈ H p .
The case p = ∞ of the above theorem is related to a question recently raised by Lotto and Sarason [11] . They ask if a closed operator R densely defined on H 2 such that R| H(u) is bounded for every inner function u must be bounded. They were able to solve affirmatively this problem for Hankel operators with symbol in L 2 . Theorem 6.3 for p = ∞ answers affirmatively this question when R commutes with S * . Recently Michael Sand solved affirmatively the problem for a large class of closed operators [13] . Finally, an affirmative solution to the general problem was found by the author in [18] . We finish the paper with the following 
